NEW TV CAMPAIGN OXXIO SUCCESSFUL WITH
DATA-DRIVEN STRATEGY

Traditionally Oxxio supplies green electricity and gas to private customers. Since 2011, the
company has become part of the Eneco Group. Oxxio profiles itself as a green and affordable
company with smart digital services. Since February 2019, the company has also been offering
the telecom services Internet, TV and Telephony for consumers. To introduce the telecom
offer, Oxxio initiated a TV campaign during two flights in April, June and July 2019 respectively.
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The graph on the second page clearly shows that the campaign was more powerful at the start
of the second flight (and after the first optimizations). The uplift can also be seen after the first
in-flight optimizations during flight 2. Overall, flight 2 scores significantly better than flight 1. An
increase of even 29% in the number of TV responders.

ANNEMARIE NIEUWVELD-VAN STRIEN | SENIOR ONLINE MARKETEER:
“At Oxxio we work highly data-driven and from an online perspective. If an action is not
measurable immediately, we will search for a way to obtain actionable insights in order to learn
from it next time. Before the launch of our telecom product, it quickly became apparent that a TV
campaign was essential, but how do you measure the TV effects? Mediasynced brought us the
right tooling for that. The well-arranged Spotalytics interface ensured that we could easily
interpret the results, together with the specialists from both Mediasynced and Mindshare. From
the dashboards that we could put together ourselves with various filters, we obtained useful
insights. We could implement these learnings both in-flight and for the next flight. Successfully!
We are therefore convinced that we have steered on the right data and that we would not have
achieved the great results of the second flight without Spotalytics.”

MIRTE HUININK | MANAGER CONNECTION PLANNING:
“With Mediasynced we’ve been able to test the flexibility of the TV medium for performance
purposes again. And with positive results! Without losing sight of the primary goal (awareness),
we were able to implement a number of optimizations to increase the website visits with the
insights of Mediasynced.”

DIRK PIETERSE | CLIENT DIRECTOR MEDIASYNCED:
“An extremely successful campaign, wherein by making clear agreements, we were able to
achieve the maximum result together. With only one creative! By adding creatives, the TV
impact of Oxxio’s campaigns can be (even) greater in the future.”

